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Database Management Guide
it’s that fast. Choosing the right data management solution can be the deciding factor in your

ability to efficiently recover and restore objects from Microsoft® SQL Server® environments. Before
you make a decision, ask yourself the following questions to be sure you select the tool with the best
overall functionality and value for your business.
Questions to Consider
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Is the tool able to extract a table from a database backup or storage tier snapshot
without having to restore the entire database? Save significant money and resources by
selecting a tool that restores only the tables that you need.

✔

Is the tool able to read offline databases as a source without SQL being installed? Rather
than having to restore a full database to recover a single table, choose a tool that allows you to
search SQL backups directly and drag and drop tables back into the desired environment.

✔

Is the tool able to browse databases and restore tables from compressed SQL Server
backups? Most organizations leverage compressed backups to save storage space and reduce
the time it takes to create and restore from a backup. Verify that your chosen tool provides
support for native compressed backups.

✔

Does the tool support SQL Server 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012 and 2014? Many applications
used within organizations today are not updated to work with the most recent versions of
SQL Server. Ensure your chosen tool is compatible with the versions running in your current
environment.

✔

Does the tool allow you to preview the table content before restoring it? Save significant time
over other tools by previewing the table content prior to performing the restore.

✔

Does the tool allow you to eliminate the need for T-SQL or PowerShell scripting when
restoring a table? Choose a tool that solves a clear problem, is easy to learn and minimizes
training and deployment costs.

✔

Can the tool restore tables with drag and drop functionality? Your chosen tool should
create efficiencies by utilizing an intuitive GUI with a drag and drop interface that is compatible
with your current environment.

✔

Does the provider offer licensing options to fit your needs? Ensure that your chosen provider
has your needs in mind by offering customized agreements with multiple license structures.

✔

Does the provider offer a variety of partner opportunities to bring you added value
and revenue options? Providers that value your business will offer opportunities for you
to increase your service options and revenue potential through partnership programs for
Resellers, Distributors, MSP’s and OEM’s.

✔

Will the provider offer you a complementary, no-obligation consultation to discuss the
right data management solution for your business? Avoid the gimmicks by selecting a
provider with a long history of success by eliminating those that use questionable sales tactics.

✔
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